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The locomotion of microorganisms is an active research area of fluid dynamics and biology.
As their motion occurs on very small length scales and speeds, their dynamics is governed by
low-Reynolds-number hydrodynamics, where inertial forces are negligible in comparison to the
viscous effects of the fluid (Stokes flow). Many studies deal with such dynamics in unbounded
or very large domains [1]. However, in reality, most organisms are in the vicinity of other bodies
or boundaries, and it is necessary to study hydrodynamic interactions between microorgan-
isms and boundaries in order to obtain a comprehensive understanding of low-Reynolds-number
locomotion.

Many experiments and numerical simulations have been done and confirmed interesting
locomotion dynamics of a microorganism near boundaries, for example a microorganism’s getting
attracted to a boundary [2, 3]. However, not many physical explanations have been given to
such phenomena. In such a situation, Crowdy and Or [4] have proposed a singularity model for
swimming microorganisms placed near an infinite no-slip boundary. Their model is based on
a circular treadmilling organism which has no means of self-propulsion, that is, the organism
does not move unless it interacts with a boundary (For example, the organism may be creating
a feeding current.). They proposed an appropriate Stokes singularities that represent the flow
field created by this treadmilling organism. Then by studying the interaction between these
singularities and the no-slip wall, they formulated explicit evolution equations for the motion of
the organism, and fully characterized its motion near the wall.

In this talk, we examine the dynamics of a treadmilling organism near a semi-infinite no-slip
wall, modeled as a flat plate of zero thickness [5]. Though this is a special case of a treadmilling
organism near an infinite no-slip boundary with a gap of a fixed size, studied by Crowdy and
Samson [6], it deserves separate investigation because of the simpler equations involved and
because the semi-infinite wall can be regarded as a probe or pipette inserted in the system, a
common situation in microbiology. We also analyze the trajectories in a very different manner
to Crowdy and Samson [6], as we attempt to quantify the probability of escape from the wall’s
vicinity, assuming the treadmillers are randomly oriented.
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